Driving innovation

Experience the
future of mobility in
your daily life.

Welcome to the future.
Leadership in the new era of zero emissions mobility is being realized
through our development of innovative green technologies that are
continually raising the industry standard for fuel efficiency.
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What a pleasant surprise.
A pioneering design that marries form with function, IONIQ hybrid’s striking, coupé-style
silhouette certainly creates a strong first impression. But looking beyond the sleek
aerodynamics you will discover subtle design details that enhance every aspect of driving
dynamics and efficiency.
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Aerodynamic Cd
괏꣖禸侶

Radiator grille
뇪縟

The new mesh-type grille adds a strong 3D effect for
emphasis and maximum visual impact while serving
its intended function.
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LED rear combination lamps
LED 㽵穈さ敘

Not only gorgeous, the new chevron pattern with
its wraparound setup is simple and certain to get
immediate attention.
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Rear bumper

㽵丬咽

Fresh, new colors for the bottom insert and lower lip
amplify the two-tone effect to make the bumper look
sportier than ever.
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Elegance and
peace of mind.
With its disciplined focus on layout simplicity and good ergonomics, the interior advances the
evolution of trendsetting design. As forward-thinking as the exterior, the interior abounds with
fine touches that bring all the key elements to life in fluid, elegant style. Every detail is precisely
designed around the philosophy of clean simplicity for a calming, soothing effect on the senses.
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D-cut
steering wheel
D 㘗鮸湍
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Supervision cluster with 7˝ colour LCD
7 す LCD ꨵ㶨⭑邌匢

8-inch display audio
8 す鎜㫦坽禸窟
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All vital car system information is presented with
astounding legibility and colourful graphic format that
only Supervision technology can deliver.

IONIQ’s nerve center does more than keep you on course.
It offers total smartphone connectivity through a simpleto-use touchscreen interface.
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Touchscreen air conditioning controller

鰋鍸䒭Ⲇ孳锃 䱼

Just as you would expect of Hyundai’s high-tech flagship,
the touchscreen AC controller is a cut above the rest and
looks very cool indeed.
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Driving freedom
with no compromises.
When it comes to driving, I’m cautious and so is my IONIQ. It can spot problems much quicker than
I can. Like my own personal bodyguard, IONIQ’s Advanced Driver Assist Systems have my back.
Features like Lane Keeping Assist are on the constant lookout for signs of potential danger and
reducing risk. And that makes me feel safer than ever behind the wheel.
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Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)
鮦⥂䭯 鰊⸔禸窟 (LKA)

LKA keeps the car centered within the lane markers using a front view
camera. Should the vehicle drift out of its intended lane path, LKA sets
off a visual and sound alarm and automatically corrects the steering
angle thereby preventing unintentional lane departure.
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7-airbag system
7 㸜孳郌禸 窟

Should the unexpected ever happen, seven airbags provide the ultimate protection.
Up front, a pair of front airbags and another pair of side airbags for thorax protection
with the driver getting added protection from a knee airbag. Full-length curtain
airbags defend against side collisions.
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Front Collision Avoidance Assist (FCA)
荈 ⹛ 筜 摽 鮦 禸 窟  (FCA)

Smart Cruise Control with Stop & Go (SCC w / S&G)
兰腉㹀 菓⸆腉 (SCC)
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Front view camera and front radar work in tandem to warn of an imminent collision
with another vehicle or pedestrian and if necessary, FCA will automatically apply
emergency braking to prevent a collision.

The smart function does more than just maintain the preset speed: SCC automatically
maintains a safe distance from the car ahead by using a combination of throttle and
brake intervention. SCC will automatically deactivate below 10km/h.
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Advanced high-strength steels
Kappa 1.6L Atkinson-cycle GDi engine
1.6L ⼮ꨵ屘䒷乾

넝ꏇ䚍ꏇ勞鮦卹

The usage of advanced high-strength steel alloys has been expanded
to 53 percent of the body structure. To attain unprecedented levels of
structural rigidity, critical components were fabricated using advanced
hot stamping technology.
欽尣㠸䪮㼝ꏇ勞⸇攦荚剑넝穠ⶌ䏝
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Two hearts,
one beat.
The epitome of forward-thinking motoring, the 1.6-litre GDi direct-injection petrol engine is
intelligently engineered to work in unison with the electric motor to deliver maximum power and
optimal fuel economy. Full torque is instantly available resulting in silk-smooth acceleration and
a truly agile driving experience that surpasses all other cars in its class.
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Low center of gravity

ꨵ

⡚ꅾ䗰鏣鎘

寑

Hybrid electric motor
幉腉ꨵ⹛䩧

By mounting the battery under the seats, IONIQ is
able to attain an exceptionally low center of gravity.
This greatly enhances agility and helps make IONIQ
so much fun to drive.
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Predictive energy management

腉ꆀ盖椚禸窟

The battery management system optimizes energy storage by recovering braking energy to help
recharge the batteries and by continuously collecting and analyzing data on your travel routes and
driving habits. Advanced algorithms are employed to switch seamlessly between pure electric drive,
pure gasoline propulsion or combined mode as battery reserve power and driving conditions permit.
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Start / Low speed

饯姾䢧鸞

Acceleration & Uphill

⸇鸞♳俶

Mid/High steady speed

Electric motor (EV mode)

Engine + Electric motor

Engine or Electric Motor

ꨵ⹛䷐䩧秪ꨵ垷䒭

䒷乾⿹ꨵ⹛䷐䩧

㖱鸞䊡菓

䒷乾䧴ꨵ⹛䷐䩧

幾鸞♴㗗

Deceleration or Downhill

Engine + Electric motor

䒷乾⿹ꨵ⹛䷐䩧⯍ꨵ垷䒭
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Packages

ꂁ⪒

LED DRL
LED 傈遤敘

Synthetic leather-appointed cluster

➂鸢淼⭑邌匢酣

The GLS model with optional equipment is shown here.

LED headlamps
LED 걧敘

Front safety power window

Power sunroof

屯鮦䠬䥯

ꨵꑞ鼷舿驎

Chrome door scuffs

Rear spoiler

Mood lamp

Front ventilated / heated seats
䱖Ⲇ䏟喱

USB charging port (center console)
USB ⯍ꨵ䏟

䖓䱖 6䷯さ

堣䌎鎸䥉䏟喱

Parking distance warning (front)

孳学敘

Paddle shifters
鮸湍丷晙

㸜ꨵ⹛璫

Seat folding system (6:4 type)

ꨵ⹛㣓璫
㽵㹀괏缼

Integrated memory system (IMS)

Exterior colours

鮦魦겜葿

Polar White (WAW)

Fluidic Metal (M6T)

Phantom Black (NKA)

Electric Shadow (USS)

Fiery Red (PR2)

Intense Blue (YP5)

Interior colours

Fossil Gray (T9Y)
淼ꬠˊ帾

Typhoon Silver (T2X)

鮦䐔겜葿

Light Shale Gray (YPK)
淼ꬠˊ幏꧰葿

Wheels

Red Umber (RNR)

淼ꬠˊ秊葿

17˝alloy wheels
17 すさꆃ鰵㕔
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Specifications

鋉呓

ENGINE 䒷乾
Type 㘗

Displacement (cc) 䱖孳ꆀ

Max. power (PS / rpm) 剑㣐꼛⸂

Max. torque (kg.m / rpm) 剑㣐䪌⸂

GDi gasoline engine 导屘䒷乾
1,580
105 / 5,700
15.0 / 4,000

ELECTRIC MOTOR 䩧
Type 㘗

Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) 宕煁ず姾䩧

Max. power (kW) 剑㣐꼛⸂

32

Max. torque (Nm) 剑㣐䪌⸂

170

Battery type ꨵ寑㘗

Lithium-ion polymer ꎰꨄ㶨翷さ暟ꨵ寑

OTHER
Up to roof ♧菙屣

Luggage capacity (liter) 遤務盲㺁ꆀ⼮

563

Rear seats down, up to roof 䖓䱖䷯さ

1,518

Overall height
넝

1,450

Overall width ꡀ

1,820

Wheel base 鯥
Overall length ꞿ

2,700
4,470

Unit : mm ㋲⡘

